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What is Artificial 
Intelligence ?

• Making computers that think?

• Automating activities we associate with 

human thinking, like decision making?

• Designing machines that perform functions 

that require intelligence when performed by 

people ?

• The study of human brains via computational 

models ?



History of Artificial 
Intelligence

• Origins
• The McCullough and Pitts neuron (1943) and the Turing Test 

(1950)
• The Dartmouth workshop (1956) John McCarthy (Stanford), 

Marvin Minsky (MIT), Arthur Samuel (IBM)

• The Early Days: 1950’s & 60’s
– Simple games (SHRDLU)
– Bio-inspired models

• The Symbolic period - 70’s- 80’s
– Description Logics and Automated Inference

• Deductive Logic Programming: Prolog 
• Inductive Logic Programming: The Japanese Fifth 

Generation Program

• The Recent Days – 90’s
– Computational Intelligence

• Fuzzy Systems, Evolutionary  Computation, Genetic 
Algorithms 

• The New Millennium – 00’s
– New Machine Learning Models, Deep Learning



From Symbolic to Sub-symbolic AI

• Symbolic AI is concerned with manipulating a representation 
of the reality as symbols (e.g. logic formulas) that have 
semantic relationships to entities in the real world. 

– Manipulation (e.g. inference) produces other objects that 
are themselves representation of something

• Sub-symbolic AI models (e.g. NNs) are concerned 
with obtaining the “correct” response to an input 
sensorial stimulus. 
– No relation between the sub-symbolic models and real 

world objects but the model’s inputs.

• Convergence: Sub-symbolic AI response is mapped 
to an initial symbolic representation (then inference 
starts)



Seasons in AI

AI progress has been cyclic, alternating booms and crises. 
Two examples:

1. Machine translation of languages

1950’s to 1966 - Syntactic translators 

1966 - US funding cancelled

1980 – Commercial translators available

2006 - Google Translator

2. Neural Networks and Machine Learning

1943 - first NN work by McCulloch & Pitts

1960’s - Minsky’s “Perceptrons” stops work on NNs

1970’s - UK funding freeze (Lighthill report)

1986 - Massive progress in NN research

2006 – Success of Deep Learning Paradigm
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Modern AI Success Stories…

Automated Reasoning 
(complex  system  verification)

Advanced text analytics
(Happiness indexes)

Automated Planning
(autonomous devices)



..Become Commercial Applications

• Data Fusion Analytics

• Artificial Vision

• Self-driving cars
Actions (classification, prediction, anomaly detection) direct consequence 
of perception

Learning while computing, with limited pre-training on 
previous examples

Blends of sensor data (images, audio), and other data sources like 
text feeds



The Von Neumann 
revolution



The Rosenblatt revolution



The Bengio
®evolution



Where is the difference

• Before:

• Learning NN weights was long and uncertain

• Every example tuned weights a little until desired accuracy 
was reached  or gradient vanished 

• Needed time and labelled examples

• After:

• Intermediate layers convert the input space in another one 
preserving the input space probability density

– Can be trained independently, without labelled examples

• Last layer computes the desired analytics (classification, 
prediction, optimization) over the abstractions computed 
by intermediate layers



Today: AI is a panoply of 
heterogeneous techniques

Will tomorrow’s 
load be 
high or low?

Tomorrow 
temperature?

Do youngsters have 
different shopping
habits?

Will Mr. X be a 
troublemaker?



The frontier: Explainable AI

• Given a problem, AI tools differ in accuracy, 
but also in transparency

• Example: Answer a Jeopardy! question
• Theme: Lincoln’s Diary
• Question: “Secretary Chase already presented it twice. 

Today he came again to my office. This time I’ll accept it”.

• Once the right reference is identified by AI, answer is easy…

• But can I explain how backward reference was it computed?



The frontier: Explainable AI
• Multiple AI tools are available:
• Tool 1: Apply a formula based on distance

 Formula can be explained and tested. Formula author takes responsibility of 
error

• Tool 2: Apply grammar rules: “Backward references seldom refer to a location”
 Rule can be shared and validated by human expert. Rules author takes 
responsibility of error

• Tool 3: Apply a NN previously trained on the basis of all possible examples of 
backward reference in the target language

•  Rationale for decision is unknown. Who takes responsibility?



Thank you


